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About This Game

Hero Battle is a PK and team fighting game,VR game.

The plot of Hero Battle takes place in the near future, where a nuclear war breaks out that nearly destroys the world. Only a few
human beings have survived and have formed 4 camps fighting indefinitely for resources, faiths and survival: Warriors who

revere physical strength, Mechanized Troops that are defined by the high-tech, Mercenaries under the World Government, and
the Mutant Troops.

Features
No level or dungeon system. No requirements for level-ups or monster killing. Engage in fighting whenever you enter the game!

Gameplay
Hero Battle is a PVP game that players can enter any room of 1V1 all up to 8V8 at any time.

Graphics
Hero Battle is designed with a realistic style, featuring high-precision models and high-definition maps and textures that present

a fantastic while lifelike effect.

Special Effects
The special effects of Hero Battle are a combination of sounds, lighting and shades that seek a balance between the visual

excellence and a realistic presentation.
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Motions
The motion design of Hero Battles is based on real-life figures and perfectly demonstrates the speed, strength and explosiveness

of the protagonists: the players can feel the explosiveness when speeding up, and a delayed effect when being attacked or
floating in the air.

Control
Players control their protagonists with both the keyboard and the mouse. Players can shift their visions by moving the mouse,

and move the protagonist and cast spells by using the keyboard.
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Title: Hero Battle
Genre: Action, Massively Multiplayer
Developer:
Wang Liwen
Publisher:
Wang Liwen
Release Date: 28 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/7/8/10

Processor: 1GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce 8800 or Radeon® HD4800 series, 512 MB of memory

DirectX: Version 9.0

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 1 GB available space

Sound Card: Any

English,Simplified Chinese
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Personally I enjoyed the entire trilogy, and I do reccomend this to anyoone who enjoys being put in the center of a good story...
But it was a bit linear with kind of a straight storyline. Not very many story twists or turns but it really left a big impression on
me as a choose your own adventure style of game. Would buy again.. It's a good short story and definitely not a bad game, And i
only wish there was some space for exploration, an open world. It's QIX. If you like Qix, you will like this game.. Pretty good
and challenging :D. Personaly i would recomend this for young live streamers and young gamers but overall this is a game that
sould be on miniclip.com. As of now I cannot recomend this game. I will change it when i see fit but as of now there are only 3
levels, about an hour od gameplay. When the dev's add actual content to this great concep and visually appealing game that has
so much potential, i will be 100% for it. Try the demo however, it is really fun and thats all you really get from purchasing... It
feels like a demo.. Alright, I have played a lot of Choice of Games games like this one and most of them are flawed including
this one, let's begin (SPOILER FREE)

Story: 5/10
Very average despite the game being long, it's typical survival story which could have been way better, and what's with the
ghost? makes zero sense.........

Setting: 3/10
Generic and forgettable, when compared to Versus The Lost Ones the author really made this game boring.....from Oil Rigs to
Cathedrals? very disappointing

Characters: 4/10
The characters and Romance interests were pretty bad, there were a lot of forgettable characters without meaningful or
emotional character writing or development for each of them, it has 10+ characters but nothing is developed from them unlike
let's say Fatehaven with 3 characters who you love.

The romance was also bad, Devlin is a massive jerk, Tom is an alcoholic and is a massive jerk, while Heather and Mindy was
nice there wasn't enough romance or writing with them

Writing: 5/10
Despite having decent skills as a writer the author made something not creative and forgettable while making it extremely
long..........750,000 words for this? seriously?

Endings: 3/10
There are 9 endings most of which are pretty bad and generic, simple endings based on certain luck and some weird ones such
as the "Inception Ending" or the "Religious Ending"

Verdict: 3/10
A pretty bad game, the only reason it got a 3 was because Heather and Mindy were decent characters, Emma was also a likeable
character and the ghost thing despite being flawed was interesting. If you have time to kill, money to burn play this game while
reading a walkthrough but it's not a "must have", Versus Series, Hero Series, Fatehaven and Choice of Robots are better options

I spent 5-6 hours on this game, now I really regret it............ I love this series so far!

Only thing I didn't like was leveling the pets.. Bought it with a coupon from friend..

turns out it is a pretty good game.
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Simple but really adictive, first levels just for babies but as soon as you reach level 7 or more, you have to think carefully.... its
not a platformer.
 its a weird puzzle game.
but whats bad is, half way through the first level youll glitch fall through the ground and have to restart. every time.
 pretty lame.
dev replied: he fixed that bug. but i cant be bothered to play until i find the next game ending bug. im not an alpha tester, this
isnt early access.. I love this game. (review will be updated)
Pros:
Easy to get into, fun to build, and the new update really fixed lagging!
Team is very quick to fight off bugs and open to ideas!
Cons:
EA so yes there are some bugs mainly footpaths and priority tasks pilling up.
Features are missing and things to keep it new are lacking. (wishing you can travel to trade or make an auto market)

Get this if you want to support and help with this game
Don't if you want a full game and extremely bored with your library.
. This game is a lot of fun. I beat it back when I got it on Desura.. The Sonic games hold up to the test of time very well as good
solid platformers. I had Sonic 2 as a child so I found Sonic 1 rather hard to get into as it does not have the spin dash move. Sonic
1 seems much more unforgiving and difficult compared to sonic 2. As games of this era had no save function, by the time you
got to the final boss you would have played the first levels hundreds of times and know them like the back of your hand. So if
you come to the game now without this experience it does seem rather difficult. The quick save function on this emulator works
well to compensate for my reduced attention span. Overall if you are looking at this game because of nostalgia buy it and it will
live up to your memories if you did not play this as a child I'd probably not bother.
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